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Psychology-lesson for Kids in survival-mode  

  

ElonMusk  

  

What is an Easy-going man? 

 

A man who can see 

 ‘who is Good to him / who is Bad to him’.  

 

● Good:  

each individual who makes you stronger without risk that you end your life in 

prison. 

 

● Bad:  

each individual who wants your skills… and wants you to be criminal for reasons 

of greed - power - rot. 

 

A man who understands  

‘When he must communicate with an individual for which  Love for All of Us - moment, 

SpaceLab-proof’. 

 

● Communicate: 

respond to a communication from an individual in a powerful position… who 
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wants you to be Good Man.  

 

● Individual: 

someone from the community 

 

● Love for All of Us: 

get the Best Talent out of a person and turn it into Solutions that make us all 

stronger - healthier - happier.  

 

● SpaceLab-proof: 

we all benefit from it; we all grow into the right - Healthy -  direction. 

 

A man who does not want to hurt - harm another human being; 

especially not when the Messenger is Good-hearted. 

 

● To hurt of harm: 

to handle a relationship in a way that somebody gets damaged - ill - dies. 

 

● Human Being: 

all humans on Earth in Space. 

 

● Messenger: 

person who brings you a communication with the aim to create more Love for 

All of Us. 

 

● Good-hearted:  

person who is searching for answers / tasks the make the Good bigger/ to make 

Love for All of Us bigger. 

 

 

#ClimateKids  

are confused  

by our online-relationship; 

waiting for improvement & solutions. 
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● Self-defence lessons for Kids? 

stay away from people who do not respect your person - body - health - talent - 

communications.  

 

Kids & Adults who observe my communications with you… can be in shock. 

Caused by the level of mental violence you radiate. 

 

● I ignore all Psychology-lessons in connection with you: 

= you treat me  badly  

= you behave like a warcriminal who thinks he is funny + who is playing a Cat & 

Mouse game with Justice for warvictims. 

 

I should ‘ignore you and focus on lawsuit against you’  

= classical Psychiatry.  

 

For Kids:  

I have started the heaviest lawsuit against Musk, available on Earth. When he 

doesn’t grow in Social-Intelligence for the Good-Man lifestyle… 

I do put him in prison for warcrimes.  

 

And he will sit there for 100.000 year… now he proves to be TheBigRot-man. 

 

Of course, I am in pain  

= I am Good to Musk for Love for All of Us… and he proves to be Sociopath… 

who needs to be cleansed… before becoming a Good Man.  

 

= I am warvictim… who now understands ‘why she stays on Earth’ = to assist 

#ClimateGeneration with cleanup of @UN  

 

= I do know what ‘family fertility-trouble is ’, so I do feel for 

#Birthstrike-YoungerGeneration… who has to make very painful choices. 

I consider Myself ‘lucky’ : have 2 Young adult children on Earth. 
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I do feel it as my responsibility ‘to  share my knowledge with #Kids who have to 

make decisions on Hearth-breaking Earth’.  

 

I wish: ‘my tiny contribution is a lasting source of information, on the long-run. 

On a short timeline my knowledge is heavy - complicated - too much - too 

painful - needed’.  

I trust the #YoungerGeneration to make eachother stronger, while I try to 

maintain TheBigCleanup. 

 

The way @ElonMusk behaves towards me, breaks my heart.  

 

Mainly, now I want all his compagnies - and comparable business on Earth - to 

be Good = Healthy Mixfix of Humans in ICT-Space industry.  

 

When I entered the Spacex-lifestyle… I hoped for a Space-quicky 

= to run into an intelligent Man, who understands  ‘what needs to be done for 

Love for All of Us’.  

 

A Space-quicky  

= Space-forces make us do things… and the Solutions arrive quickly.  

= astonishing mode, in which all trouble is being transformed, easily. 

 

500 Days later, I admit ‘that Musk = calmer’, but not healed.  

He does not really want to heal; he wants to be Space-Pope.  

 

He is forced to heal, now he makes his own 5 Kids infertile.  

 

He is forced to make his products healthy, now Car-owners do not want to be 

misused for Medical Experiments in warzone.  

 

We go around in circles: 

 

#Kids … I started the Spacex-relationship from warzone.  

 

I can not run away, when the going gets tough… and the Sociopath needs 
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therapy.  

 

My life is broken down by the Highest Criminal Court on Earth;  

so the only Exit is ‘to Clean up all that goes wrong’. 

 

Thats what I am doing here.  

 

Still in the Mode ‘get the best out of your Talent’ , 

I address ElonMusk.  

 

I do not expect #ClimateGeneration to copy my skills - instantly -.  

 

( although @OneMillionofUs … will own large parts of my Talent for their lives in 

the Future…) 

 

( I do have my doubts about Dutch Kids) 

 

Hard Life 

Being forced to fight for the Good Life 

= fight against persons ‘who do not want you to be healthy in the best Talent 

you own … for Love for All of Us’.  

 

#Kids are forced to live the Hard Life… and Adults enjoy this. 

Which is bad.  

  

ElonMusk,  

 

I pre-talk you for Good behavior…  

for the realisation of Love for All of Us. 

 

● Easy-going = you want all of us to be  healthy  - strong - successful on our own 

Talent, even when this implicates ‘that you need to change your Lifestyle on 

Earth in Space’.  

This journey starts with saying, to your audience:  
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‘I want all of you to be healthy  - strong - and successful in your Talent; I will 

adjust my Business-program to it’. 

  

● Say to people online: ‘I will talk with DésiréeStokkel and help her Clean up 

warzone; I don’t want my Customers to become ill or to die … due to warzone 

on Earth in Space’.  

 

● Say: ‘I shall give Désirée what she wants, now its reasonable and legally the 

Best Thing to do for Love for All of Us’. 

 

● ‘I will clean up @Spacex in warzone. And, assist Désirée with cleanup of @UN 

@whitehouse’. 

 

● ‘I will go to a therapist, who helps me to make my brain Easy-going for Love for 

All of Us’.  

 

● ‘I will be a Good Man and health bringer to my Children’.  

 

● ‘I shall contact Désirée in Harmony-mode for the Good Life, for her & me’. 

  

  

With Love from the SpaceLab, 

 

DésiréeStokkel 
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